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Dear Craig,
The Board of the Elfin Forest Harmony Grove Town Council just voted to support the request put forth by Jan
Denny, a resident of Seaquest (and a former board member) for KPRZ to install a gate to attempt to stop the
dumping at this location. Several residents also signed a petition to that effect which Jan forwarded I believe.
As you know from our previous conversations, dumping and occasional bonfires are a serious concern of our
community, surrounded as we are by the tin box of native landscapes. The area around the KPRZ towers has been
an ongoing concern since every time either you or the community cleans up, more debris seems to materialize right
away. There should not be any easement issues in terms of blocking the dirt path adjacent to the antennas since the
rest of the parcels are preserved open space owned by OMWD, who could access from the South and/or use a Knox
key on the gate itself. We know you share those concerns about the fire risk to your property, and security risk from
unauthorized access, and look forward to a positive response.
You might consider augmenting the gate on either sides with placement of large boulders – we have found that
technique rather effective to keep out the would-be trespassers (mostly motorized on 2 or 4 wheels) for example on
Canyon de Oro a little ways from your property if you’d like to take a look at how those boulders protect the
SDG&E gates.
The greater community looks forward to a positive response from KPRZ to Jan’s proposal and we stand ready to
recognize your corporate contribution as a good neighbor in our communications with the community (newsletter, ealert messaging, Facebook page) as an added incentive. Thank you for your consideration.
Best regards,

Jacqueline Arsivaud Benjamin
Chair, EFHG TC Board
Cc: Jan Denny

